COVASIAM: an Image Analysis Method That Allows Detection of Confluent Microbial Colonies and Colonies of Various Sizes for Automated Counting
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In this work we introduce the confluent and various sizes image analysis method (COVASIAM), an automated colony count technique that uses digital imaging technology for detection and separation of confluent microbial colonies and colonies of various sizes growing on petri dishes. The proposed method takes advantage of the optical properties of the surfaces of most microbial colonies. Colonies in the petri dish are epi-illuminated in order to direct the reflection of concentrated light coming from a halogen lamp towards an imagesensing device. In conjunction, a multilevel threshold algorithm is proposed for colony separation and counting. These procedures improved the quantification of colonies showing confluence or differences in size. We tested COVASIAM with a sample set of microorganisms that form colonies with contrasting physical properties: Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Aspergillus nidulans, Escherichia coli, Azotobacter vinelandii, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Rhizobium etli. These physical properties range from smooth to hairy, from bright to opaque, and from high to low convexities. COVASIAM estimated an average of 95.47% ($\sigma$ = 8.55%) of the manually counted colonies, while an automated method based on a single-threshold segmentation procedure estimated an average of 76% ($\sigma$ = 16.27) of the manually counted colonies. This method can be easily transposed to almost every image-processing analyzer since the procedures to compile it are generally standard.

The growth of microbes in liquid cultures can be monitored by many different methods. To quantify the number of living cells in the culture, both direct or indirect counting methods can be used. The viability of colonies is spread over the surface of a petri dish, and the number of colonies appearing is counted and expressed as the number of CFU (1, 2). One of the disadvantages of the plate count method is that the growth and distribution of the colonies on the surface of the agar plate are not always homogenous: colonies may have different diameters, densities, and shapes, and/or they may grow to confluence. These features strongly decrease the accuracy of those methods that sample only small portions of the dish. For a well-trained laboratory technician the above problems are easily solved by manual counting methods. However, in laboratories where the quantitative estimation of viable counts of large numbers of samples is a routine, the use of manual methods becomes tedious and labor-intensive.

Different algorithms and automated systems have been proposed for colony counting (5, 8, 9, 13, 16, 19, 20). However, these methods are not adequate to detect individual colonies growing to confluence, and most of them also assume that the colony size is constant. To detect both isolated and confluent colonies of uniform and nonuniform size. This method takes advantage of the light-reflecting properties of most microbial colonies. We tested COVASIAM with a sample set of microorganisms that form colonies with contrasting physical properties: Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Aspergillus nidulans, Escherichia coli, Azotobacter vinelandii, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Rhizobium etli. To evaluate COVASIAM, we compared its performance with manual and automated counting based on a single-threshold segmentation procedure. COVASIAM showed a good performance, and full automation was possible.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

System configuration. COVASIAM is composed of the elements shown in Fig. 1. The image-sensing device is a monochrome RS-170 charged coupled device TV camera. We used a COHU charged coupled device TV camera, model 6415-2100 with a TV lens (25 mm, f/1.6, f. 25.5) (TAMAON, Japan). Any other equivalent standard TV camera may be useful. Plates were illuminated with a halogen lamp (Decostar 50 W, 12 V, 38°; OSRAM) with an incorporated collecting mirror. The intensity of the light was controlled with a dimmer. To minimize light going to other directions that could produce spurious illumination, the lamp was placed inside a 60-mm-diameter tube. To increase the intensity level of the image and to adjust the size of the reflected spot on the sample, a 95-mm, f/0.57 biconvex simple positive lens was used. A sliding implement for focusing the lens was used on the tube. For image processing software we used a commercial analyzer (IMAGENIA 2000; Biocom, Les Ulis, France). For object-counting purposes, IMAGENIA 2000 uses an ordinary single-threshold segmentation procedure (6). The macro command files and additional software developed for COVASIAM run straightforwardly in this commercial analyzer (macro files for users of IMAGENIA 2000 are available upon request at the corresponding author’s e-mail address).

Illumination of the plates. For colony detection, this method takes advantage of two important properties. First, most colonies have smooth surfaces that reflect light almost like a mirror. Second, most colonies have convex shapes; according to geometrical optics, a convex spherical mirror produces an image of a far object behind the mirror surface at a distance approximately equal to one-half of the surface radius of curvature; the size of the image is very small (7). Therefore, if we place a light source with a small filament in front of the colonies (epi-illumination), a small bright image of the source will be produced for each colony. The produced image can be considered analogous to a topographic map if the gray levels are regarded as altitudinal levels (Fig. 2b). One advantage of such a method is that, due to the small size of the reflected spot, even colonies...
that overlap, that grow very close to each other, or that have various sizes appear separated and can be further processed and identified by using the counting algorithms proposed in this work.

To obtain this type of illumination a petri dish is positioned over a black mat surface in front of the TV camera at a distance where the whole dish is visualized in the image processing screen. This distance may vary according to which TV camera and lens are used. The halogen lamp is initially placed in vertical position at a horizontal distance (a) of 16 cm from the TV-camera-petri dish axis and at a height (b) of 24 cm (the filament of the lamp and the center of the petri dish are taken as a reference) (Fig. 1). Then the lamp is carefully tilted to an angle (β) of 35° to illuminate the petri dish. The best illumination setup for convex microbial species (b/h > 0.15, where β = height of the colony, w = width or diameter of the colony) can be found empirically by changing the β angle to between 30° and 40° from the TV camera axis. In an optimal setup, the light reflected by the colonies is clearly detected without the specular reflection from the agar surface that shades the image of some colonies on the TV camera (a angle). The lamp should need no further reorientation if care is taken to pour the agar media during the preparation of the petri dishes on a horizontal plane-levelled surface.

Under the epi-illumination conditions described above, light reflected by microbial colonies towards the TV camera will be either concentrated or diffuse depending on the optical properties of the colony. Opaque or blurred colonies of S. cerevisiae, A. nidulans, or P. aeruginosa will reflect a larger and more diffuse spot, while species that form more brilliant and transparent colonies like R. etli will reflect a really small and focused spot. However, in other species which also have brilliant surfaces like A. vinelandii and E. coli, a large proportion of the colony will reflect the bright spot towards the TV camera at a 35° β angle and will be eliminated from the image that shades the colonies on the TV camera surface (i.e., for a petri dish with an internal diameter of 8.8 cm, the digital mask should have a diameter of 8.2 cm). To process the whole image with the mask, the “and” operator should be used. When a digital mask is not used, a considerable amount of artifacts arises affecting the accuracy of the system. The introduced error may vary up to 100% for petri dishes with 30 colonies and 10% for dishes with 300 colonies. Since the digital mask encompasses 87% of the total agar surface, to obtain the total number of CFU in the plate COVASIAM's count should be divided by a factor of 0.87.

Microorganisms and growth media. S. cerevisiae strain W303a-LEU1+ (15) and strain IBT4 (4) were grown at 25°C in YPD medium (1% Bacto yeast extract, 2% Bacto Peptone, 1% dextrose) supplemented with 40 mg of adenine sulfate per ml. A. nidulans RMS011 (17) was grown at 37°C in YPD medium. E. coli JM109 (21) was grown at 37°C in Luria-Bertani (LB) medium (1% Bacto tryptone, 0.5% Bacto yeast extract, 1% NaCl, adjusted to pH 7.0). A. vinelandii ATCC 9046 was grown at 30°C in modified BS media (3). R. etli CE3 (10) was grown at 30°C in PY media (2% Bacto Peptone, 1% Bacto yeast extract and T2 medium, 0.4 mg of adenine sulfate per ml). P. aeruginosa IGB83 (12) was grown at 30°C in LB medium. In all cases, solid media were prepared in 2% Bacto agar.

RESULTS

We first implemented COVASIAM in the counting of colonies of the yeast S. cerevisiae. These colonies are highly convex with smooth and opaque surfaces. Figure 2a shows a digitized image of a plate containing colonies of S. cerevisiae (strain W303a) obtained after epi-illumination and binary-mask filtering. In this plate colonies have moderate differences in size and a high level of conglomeration. The manual count for this image was 432 CFU. Figure 2d shows the segmentation of Figure 2a using an automated single-threshold segmentation procedure (6), routinely used in most commercial image processing analyzers (see Materials and Methods). Colonies showing confluence were not separated, and this method estimated 195 CFU, representing only 45% of the CFU obtained by manual counting. Figure 2f shows the segmentation result of Figure 2a by using COVASIAM. White dots correspond to the detected tops. COVASIAM gave an estimate of 408 CFU for this image, this number representing 94.4% of the manual count. Figure 2f displays the superimposed images of Fig. 2a and e to aid in the visual evaluation of the results.
To evaluate COVASIAM's performance in populations containing large differences in colony size, we used cultures of *S. cerevisiae* (strain IBT4) with a small-colony phenotype. The small-colony phenotype of IBT4 is very unstable: at a very large frequency some cells give rise to colonies of a wild-type size (4). Figure 2g shows the digitized image of strain IBT4 colonies after epi-illumination and filtering. The manual count for this image was 138 CFU. Figure 2h shows the segmentation result of Fig. 2g at a single threshold level of data from Fig. 2a; colonies showing confluence are not separated, and small colonies are not detected; only 45% of the colonies in the whole plate were counted. Figure 2i shows the superimposed images of Fig. 2g and h. COVASIAM gave 135 CFU, representing 97.8% of the manual counts. Clearly, COVASIAM detects each colony, isolated or confluent, large or small.

COVASIAM is largely based on the optical properties of convex colonies. In order to test if some other inherent physical features, such as degree of convexity, brightness, and texture, may influence colony detection, we selected other species in which these parameters contrast to those of *S. cerevisiae*: *A. nidulans, E. coli, A. vinelandii, P. aeruginosa,* and *R. etli*. Colonies of the filamentous fungi *A. nidulans* are of medium convexity with hairy (mycelial) and opaque surfaces. *E. coli* colonies have a low convexity with smooth and bright surfaces. *A. vinelandii* colonies have low to medium convexity with smooth and bright surfaces. *R. etli* colonies have high convexity with smooth and very bright surfaces. *P. aeruginosa* colonies have a very low convexity on their external part with a more convex central body, with smooth and a somewhat opaque surface. The counts obtained for all these species were as accurate as with *S. cerevisiae* (Fig. 3), providing that proper
adjustments are made for the illumination as described in Materials and Methods.

Figure 3 shows the relationship of the colony density estimates obtained with manual counting to the colony densities estimates obtained by using COVASIAM and an automated single-threshold segmentation procedure. Plated cultures of *S. cerevisiae*, *A. nidulans*, *E. coli*, *A. vinelandii*, *R. etli*, *P. aeruginosa* and a mixture of *S. cerevisiae*, *A. nidulans*, and *E. coli* were used. Regression analysis revealed a high correlation between COVASIAM and manual counting (regression equation 1 is $y_1 = 0.9753x$, Pearson coefficient 1 [$r_1$] is 0.9979, and standard error 1 [$s_{y1x}$] is 0.3059). Moreover, COVASIAM estimated an average of 95.47% ($\pm 8.55\%$) of the manually counted colonies, showing that it provides a good estimate of the number of colonies. The automated commercial analyzer estimated an average of 76% ($\pm 16.27\%$) of the manually counted colonies (regression equation 2 is $y_2 = 0.6733x$, Pearson coefficient 2 [$r_2$] is 0.9786, standard error 2 [$s_{y2x}$] is 0.6019).

It should be emphasized that in this work we evaluated plates beyond the recommended maximum colony density of 300 CFU/plate, for plates 9 cm in external diameter (1, 2). This was done only to prove the method's performance in the most extreme conditions (i.e., to obtain a higher proportion of confluent colonies and to decrease the colony size).

**DISCUSSION**

Figures 2f and i demonstrate that most of the colonies were separated and counted by COVASIAM. Only colonies reflecting the incident light towards the TV camera with gray levels within the counting range established are detected (BCV gray-level threshold; see Materials and Methods). Low contrasted colonies are easily misdetected since their gray-level value can be very close to the mean background’s gray-level value and therefore out of the counting range. Moreover, colonies that do not direct the bright incident light towards the TV camera are not detected. For a few confluent colonies this was the case because the particular region on their surfaces that could reflect the incident light towards the TV camera was shielded by a neighbor. In other cases, we observed that the epi-illuminated side of most undetected colonies was flatter than that of their detected neighbors. To prove this, the lamp can be rotated around the camera keeping a constant $\beta$ angle, and most undetected colonies will be detectable to the detriment of some initially detected colonies.

In addition to the errors introduced by the misdetection of some colonies due to the illumination procedures and/or the performance of the proposed multilevel segmentation algorithm, another source of error comes from the fact that COVASIAM is a sampling method. The impending use of a digital mask avoids the analysis of 13% of the plate border area. As with all sampling methods, the uneven distribution of the colonies in the plate will influence the accuracy of the method. Since COVASIAM samples 87% of the whole plate, the impact of the sampling error introduced in the final count is highly diminished. Altogether, COVASIAM estimated an average of 95.47% ($\pm 8.55\%$) of colonies scored by manual counting, proving to be very effective in detecting and counting different kinds of colonies regardless of their size and degree of confluence (Fig. 2).

The single-threshold segmentation procedure estimated only an average of 76% ($\pm 16.27\%$) of colonies scored manually, showing this procedure to be less reliable than COVASIAM. The estimation error might be due to two different causes: the confluent colonies are considered as a single object or not counted if a size-form criterion is applied to eliminate artifacts (this error becomes larger as colony density increases) and/or small colonies are not counted since they are not included under the single threshold. COVASIAM avoids both kinds of errors.

Other methods for the separation of confluent colonies are based on the finding of the colony watersheds (14, 18). At low resolution, watershed methods do not resolve confluent colonies (i.e., 10 by 10 pixels or fewer per colony, with a 512 by 480
image resolution and petri dishes 9 cm in diameter). Low resolution of colonies is the consequence of counting the whole petri dish with standard video equipment. An alternative and simple method for colony counting is to measure the total area occupied by the colonies and divide it by the average colony area (8, 20). However, in those cases where colonies of different size are mixed in the plate, this approach cannot offer accurate results. Moreover, the alternative procedure of eroding the image repeatedly until reduction to one single point per colony faces another problem (18). In this case, the low resolution of confluent colonies provokes the conglomerate to be reduced to one single point. Therefore, the iterative erosion procedure does not separate confluent colonies under these particular conditions.

COVASIAM proved to be effective for the counting of colonies with different degrees of convexity and brilliance from species like \textit{S. cerevisiae}, \textit{A. nidulans}, \textit{E. coli}, \textit{A. vinelandii}, \textit{P. aeruginosa}, and \textit{R. etli} (Fig. 3). The proposed method could be effective in the counting of mixed colony types providing that each colony type can be counted effectively in pure cultures under the same illumination conditions (i.e., by using the same \(\beta\) angle). We evaluated COVASIAM in a mixture of \textit{A. nidulans}, \textit{E. coli}, and \textit{S. cerevisiae}. The accuracy of the counting was comparable to the ones obtained with pure cultures of these organisms (Fig. 3).

As in most automated methods, spreaders are not treated differently than nonspreaders, and therefore each colony formed by a spreader has the potential to be counted as an individual. Only spreaders that arise on the periphery of the plate are avoided by COVASIAM, because they are not present in the 87% of the sampling area.

Epi-illumination as described in this work has proved to be very suitable for microbial colony counting, and more specifically for confluent colonies and colonies of various sizes. Transillumination can also be compatible with COVASIAM, providing that the input image gray-level scale is inverted (seen as the negative). In plates with a very small number of confluent colonies or none, transillumination works as well as epi-illumination with the exception of colonies that show a very poor contrast with the background (i.e., colonies with a high degree of transparency as \textit{A. vinelandii} and \textit{E. coli} growing on BS or LB media, respectively). In plates with a large number of confluent colonies having a very poor transulence (i.e., \textit{A. nidulans}) the accuracy of COVASIAM using transillumination decreases.

Most of the image processing functions required for the implementation of the proposed algorithm in COVASIAM are generically standard and are available with their respective specific syntax in most commercial image analyzers. Therefore, COVASIAM can be readily transposed to practically every image processing analyzer (macro files for users of IMAGENIA 2000 are available upon request at corresponding author’s e-mail address).
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